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Part A - Best Buys – Direct Proportion 

Teresa is setting up a new nursery and needs to buy the following items.  

She is on a budget so needs to buy the cheaper option.  

For each of the following items, work out which option is the best value. 

Bowls Bowls - workings and final answer

Set of 6                                      Set of 9

Baby wipes Baby wipes - workings and final answer
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Bibs Bibs - workings and final answer

Breakfast cereal Breakfast cereal - workings and final 
answer

Nappies Nappies - workings and final answer
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Part B – Costs 

Teresa has chosen the following products but needs to know the cost for her nursery. 

5 packs of paper cost £17.75.  
How much would 12 packs cost?

12 pencils cost 65p.  
How much would 90 pencils cost? 

3 cots cost £147. How much would 8 cost? If four sets of cutlery costs £7.72, how 
much would 30 sets cost?

15kg of play sand costs £4.50.  
How much would 40kg cost? 

If 2 sets of this toy cost £65.54, how much 
would 3 sets cost? 
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